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INTRODUCTION 

Today, a new reality has emerged in Afghanistan.  
In August 2021, US military forces left the territory 
of Afghanistan, and the Taliban movement took 
control of Kabul for the second time.  This event 
was awaited by some states involved in the Afghan 
issue, while for others it became an unexpected 
reality. Naturally, India stands out among regional 
power centers that are not interested in such a 
situation. The Taliban's takeover of power is linked 
to New Delhi through close ties with Afghanistan's 
former president Ashraf Ghani, cooperation 
between the US and India on Afghanistan, India’s 
“soft power” policy in Afghanistan, and its strategy 
to expand into Central Asia. Nevertheless, India is 
moving towards adapting to the new situation in 
Afghanistan from a Realpolitik perspective.  

METHODS 

In the article, historical, event and comparative 
analysis methods were used.   

RESULTS 

The establishment of the Taliban regime and the 
subsequent war in Ukraine in the following years 
led to a significant reshaping of Afghanistan's 
political landscape, contributing to the global 

political scene in a destabilizing manner over time. 
In addition, a number of countries of the region, 
which previously had hostile relations with the 
Taliban, began to establish appropriate dialogue 
with them. India's foreign policy stance in this 
reality can be assessed not only as a threat to its 
security and geopolitical influence, but also as an 
opportunity for India. 

 Security and geopolitical approaches.  It is known 
that India develops its approach to Afghanistan 
through the prism of Pakistan. However, the threat 
scenario of Afghanistan becoming an international 
terrorist and extremist space in the future is one of 
the most alarming dangers that India’s leadership 
is facing. Because India considers terrorist groups 
such as ISIS, Al-Qaeda, Haqqani Network, Lashkar-
e-Taiba, Jaish-e-Mohammed to be sent to Kashmir 
through the territory of Afghanistan as one of the 
main threats. Therefore, Islamabad’s close ties with 
the Taliban leaders in Afghanistan further intensify 
Delhi’s concerns. The rapid withdrawal of the 
American military from Afghanistan and the 
transfer of a number of weapons and military 
equipment to the control of the Taliban or terrorist 
forces are creating new concerns for Delhi.  The 
following points of view of the former Indian 
Foreign Minister Somanahalli Krishna clearly 
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express Delhi’s views on this issue: “Delhi does not 
recognize the “good” of the Taliban as there is not 
the “good” of the terrorists” (Akmalov, 2013, p.189-
193). Indian Major General Ajay Chandpuria said 
that the military equipment remaining in 
Afghanistan from America was found in Kashmir 
and these weapons were intended to be used by 
terrorists. Chandpuria claims that these weapons 
are transported to Kashmir through Pakistan, with 
approximately 150 to 200 terrorists activated in 
Kashmir, and that 40-45% of them are from 
Pakistan with experience of fighting in Afghanistan. 
(Chandpuria, 2022 هند ارتش ...). 

It is natural that the possibility of joint activation of 
power centers in the region, such as Pakistan and 
China, in Afghanistan will increase Delhi's 
concerns. The direct negotiations with the Taliban 
leaders of Chinese companies on the 
implementation of various investment projects, 
can seriously concern Indian officials. The 
inclusion of Afghanistan in China-Pakistan 
Economic Corridor (CPEC) was discussed during 
the visit of Pakistan former Prime Minister Imran 
Khan to Beijing, where he held talks with Xi Jinping 
(Hakimi, 2022). At the same time, three-way talks 
between the foreign ministers of Afghanistan, 
Pakistan and China took place in the Chinese city of 
Tunsi in March 2022 was also an important signal 
for India. In this way, after America, the Chinese 
policy in Afghanistan began to manifest itself with 
an economic factor. In particular, for the Aynak 
copper mine, the Chinese side planned to invest 
400 million dollars a year in the current 
government of Afghanistan. The most notable, 
according to data, is that the China National 
Petroleum Corporation International has signed a 
25-year contract for oil finds in the Faryab and Sar-
e Pol regions of Afghanistan (Maa, 2022). Such 
actions will leave the fate of the future economic 
and other projects of India in Afghanistan under 
question. 

However, this situation cannot be a reason to say 
that India's influence in Afghanistan and the region 
as a whole has been seriously limited. The Delhi 
Regional Security Dialogue, organized by India in 
November 2021, has become a unique platform for 
discussing regional security issues after the 
Taliban regime. In the Joint Declaration adopted 

with the participation of India, Russia, Iran and 
Central Asian countries, the following was noted: 

- assistance in humanitarian and economic 
recovery conditions in Afghanistan, as well as aid in 
combating COVID-19; 

- ensuring the safe, unhindered, and direct access 
of aid providers to Afghanistan and distributing 
assistance among all segments of Afghan society; 

- continuing the UN's activities in Afghanistan and 
ensuring the rights of women, children, and ethnic 
minorities; 

- the necessity of integrating all levels of society 
into governance and political structures for 
successful national reconciliation processes; 

- the imperative nature of preventing terrorists 
from using Afghan territory for their activities and 
refraining from using terrorism for political or 
financial gains (Afghan territory..., 2021). 

In recent years, Taliban forces have often tried to 
show that they are not under the influence of 
external forces and that they are conducting an 
independent policy in Afghanistan. In particular, 
their strong views on issues related to Pakistan 
may prompt a change in India's approach to 
Afghanistan. 

Reality and possibilities. Many politicians and 
Afghan experts predicted Pakistan's role as a 
significant actor influencing events in Afghanistan, 
particularly the establishment of the Taliban 
regime and the withdrawal of US troops, with 
Pakistan's Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) Director 
Faiz Hamed's visit to Kabul on September 4, 2021 
(Siddiqui, 2021) serving as a primary indication of 
Pakistan's involvement in shaping the new 
government under Taliban leadership. However, as 
time passed, events took unexpected turns. 
Tensions between the Taliban and Islamabad 
escalated due to the active involvement of the 
“Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan” group in the region 
between Taliban and Islamabad, leading to 
significant repercussions. Consequently, in 
response to Islam Abad's move, Pakistan deported 
1.7 million Afghan migrants and refugees from its 
territory in November 2023 (Hussain, 2023). In 
retaliation, the Taliban threatened to capture the 
lower valleys of the Kunar River in Islamabad and 
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construct large fortifications in those areas 
(AmuTV). The intensification of relations between 
the Taliban and Islamabad opens up certain 
possibilities for New Delhi. Under these 
circumstances, it is possible to observe India’s 
engagement with the Taliban and even its 
recognition by the “Taliban.” Moreover, according 
to information, New Delhi sent its diplomats to 
Kabul to renegotiate diplomatic relations and 
engage in talks with the Taliban (Bhattacherjee, 
2022). A brief historical analysis shows that the 
former Ashraf Ghani government, with India's 
assistance, had planned 12 dams along the Kabul 
River. Naturally, the escalation of tensions between 
the Taliban and Islamabad has created an 
opportunity for India to make proposals to the 
Taliban to finance the construction of such dams. In 
2022, Bharat Kumar, the representative of India in 
Afghanistan, held talks with the Afghan Minister of 
Urban Development and Housing, Hamdullah 
Nomani, and agreed to jointly implement the 
construction of the Shahtut Dam in Kabul (Vaishali, 
2023). Abdul Qahhar Balkhi, the spokesperson of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Interim 
Government of Afghanistan, in an interview with 
the "Indian Express" stated that since there are 
many and various projects of India in Afghanistan, 
but they have not been fully completed, the 
"Taliban" side aims to complete these works 
(Subramanian, 2022). In particular, India is trying 
to deliver humanitarian cargo to the Afghan people, 
albeit indirectly, to carry out trade relations. India 
sent a convoy of 50 trucks carrying 2500 MT of 
wheat as humanitarian aid for Afghanistan at the 
India-Pakistan integrated check post (ICP) on 
February 2022. Apart from wheat, India has 
already supplied 13 tonnes of essential medication 
and winter clothing, as well as 500,000 doses of 
COVAXIN to Afghanistan by commercial flights 
(Vasuduva, Haidar, 2022). 

In turn, China's growing position and influence in 
the system of modern international relations, 
calculations of the future situation in South Asia, 
including Afghanistan, encourage the US side to 
cooperate with India in order to protect itself from 
influence mechanisms in the region.  For this 
reason, the US and India have established the 
Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (QUAD) in the 

Asia-Pacific region. After the multi-round secret 
negotiations between the US and the Taliban 
ended, various speculations began to emerge about 
secret agreements between them. Most analysts 
tend to assess that the withdrawal of American 
military forces from Afghanistan has reduced its 
military influence in this country.  But on the 
contrary, it can be observed that America continues 
its military influence through new forms and 
means.  For example, American congressman Jim 
Blanks stated that the Taliban has US weapons 
worth 85 billion dollars (Buranov, 2022, p.19). This 
situation creates interests for India to cooperate 
closely with the US on the issue of Afghanistan.  
According to Arvind Gupta, director of the 
Vivekanda International Foundation (India), the 
recent events in Afghanistan are likely to bring the 
US and India closer together. He stated that India 
supports a multilateral global strategic partnership 
based on convergence of interests (Gupta, 2021). 

Discussion. The new reality in Afghanistan is 
relevant and important for India from security and 
geopolitical perspectives. In recent years, the 
tension between the Taliban and Islamabad and 
the strengthening of the China-Pakistan tandem in 
the region, Washington's policy of rapprochement 
with New Delhi, has led to an assessment of the 
situation based on the Realpolitik approach, 
leaving behind the skepticism of India's approach 
to the Taliban. Such a conclusion shows the need 
for India to cooperate with the countries of the 
region concerned with Afghanistan and the US, and 
the approach of taking a temporary observer 
position as an acceptable choice. 
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